
My Happython Book





The Multidimensional Association supports Thierry Vermont's
Happython project. It is an artistic and cultural association of
type law 1901 & Not-for-profit organization. Its purpose is to: To
promote the expression of individual potentials through
communication in a wide variety of forms, including exhibitions,
shows, books, multimedia, dissemination of new methods and
support for the creation of Original social functions. This
presentation of the Happython is brought to light. Progress over
time, it is free, and is protected by user rights.



This project is titled: & Laquo; My Happython Book &
raquo; In the Happython Collection.

This booklet is a personalized selection of happy tales
from the dynamics of Happython. The Happython is a
Virus of Happiness which spreads since January 1998
with this simple question: & laquo; What makes you
happy? & Raquo ;. There is, Today, tens of thousands
of responses from people aged 2 & 108 years old,
from more than 100 countries (and many portraits
video)!

For the exhibition, one of the models consists of:
Establishment of sink facilities Laundry on which are
tagged happy appointments & Bonheurs & raquo; For
the occasion: after washing, His dirty linen in the
family, maybe it's time to make it clean properly! And
all this is visible on the internet at www.happython.com

We wish you a happy reading and a growing
inspiration.

Thierry Vermont, author of the project



My grandfather's
eyes that sparkled
whenever he saw

me arrive. The wind
that strokes my

face, the sun that
warms up the heart

and finally, just
feeling alive!

Emilie 20 years old Nancy



Happiness was
when my adoptive
brother and sister

found their
biological mother

and also the 26th of
August when I

knew that I was
cured of my cancer.

Ambre 20 years old Toulouse



What makes me
happy is to go to
the cinema with
a girl who really
appeals to me.

David 12 years old Marseille



What makes me
happy is when I
have the giggles
and when I laugh
so much so that I

have a
stomachache… I
feel so well after
shading tears of

laughter.

Massia 24 years old Bordeaux



My fall in the bus
this afternoon

because a
good-looking boy
gave me a smile
and helped me to

get up

Sara 19 years old Lyon



To take the time
to eat in a fine
restaurant in

Marseille and to
savour the

different meals…

Magali 21 years old Marseille



What makes me
happy is to please
to my parents so

that they are proud
of me. Thank you
Dad and Mum, I'm
madly in love with

you!!!

Amélie 13 years old Louveciennes



What makes me happy is
to see the smile of people I
like and the sunset. It's to
hear the voices melody

and children laughing. It's
to smell flowers perfume
and that of hot coffee. It's

to feel under my fingers the
softness of the skin and
the grains of a fine sand

beach…

Karine 23 years old Paris



What makes
me happy is
to believe in

life, to believe
in me.

Patrick 45 years old Toulouse



I'm happy every
morning when my
man snuggles up

to me saying:
“good morning,
darling, I'm here
next to you”. I

shiver.

Leïla 24 years old Marseille



What makes me
happy is to read

every morning the
Happython when

I'm in class. It puts
me in a good

mood for all the
day.

Laure 20 years old Lyon



What makes me
happy is to please
to my parents so

that they are proud
of me. Thank you
Dad and Mum, I'm
madly in love with

you!!!

Amélie 13 years old Louveciennes



I am happy
when I travel

around the world
and get to know
different possible

ways of being
happy.

Marcella 37 years old Cagliari



Questions ?

If you want to create and send a Happython Book
Someone ...

If you want to contribute &

If you want to spread the Virus of Happiness in all the
cities of the world ...

If you want to become an agent of the World of Happy
Moments Happiness ...

If you want to see all the happy tales ...

If you want to know what the media think ...

If you want to know more ...

Welcome to www.happython.com




